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ABSTRACT
The launch of COVID-19 vaccines in India has raised the expectations of the dreadful COVID-19 pandemic ending
in the future. Various mild and benign cutaneous manifestations of the different forms of the COVID-19 vaccine
have been documented. Herein, we are reporting a unique case of Blaschkoid pityriasis rosea (PR) developing after
COVID-19 vaccination. A forty-two-year-old female presented with PR along a linear arbitrary zone on the back at
the level of L1-L2 extending to involve the abdomen and an oblique zone on the thigh. She was vaccinated with the
first dose of the COVISHIELD ChAdOx1/nCoV-19 (recombinant) coronavirus vaccine six days before the onset of
the lesions. There are only several case reports of typical pityriasis rosea occurring after COVID-19 vaccination. Our
unique case depicts the occurrence of atypical PR after COVID-19 vaccination.
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INTRODUCTION
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus‐2
(SARS‐CoV‐2) infection has taken a great toll on the
world, causing over two million deaths and economical
losses. The launch of COVID-19 vaccines in India
has raised the expectations of this dreadful pandemic
ending in the future. The Indian population has
enthusiastically accepted the vaccine with millions
of people being vaccinated. Various mild and benign
cutaneous manifestations of different forms of the
COVID-19 vaccine have been documented [1]. Herein,
we are reporting a unique case of Blaschkoid pityriasis
rosea (PR) developing after COVID-19 vaccination.
Although PR is a common acute exanthematous
disease, around 20% of patients with PR have atypical
clinical presentations, posing a risk of misdiagnosis [2].

CASE REPORT
A forty-two-year-old female presented to our
skin outpatient department with a well-defined,
erythematous plaque, 2 × 3 cm in size, on the lower

aspect of the right side of the abdomen. Two days
later, secondary lesions developed around the primary
herald patch progressing to involve the back, flank, and
medial aspect of the thigh in a linear distribution. The
distribution of the lesions lay along a linear arbitrary
zone stretching from the midline of the back at the
level of L1-L2 extending to involve the abdomen
(Figs. 1a and 1b) and an oblique arbitrary zone on
the thigh extending from the right anterior superior
iliac spine to the medial aspect of the right thigh
(Figs. 1c and 1d). All lesions had peripheral collarette
scaling with a clear wrinkled center. The appearance of
the lesions was not preceded by any prodrome. There
was no significant history of allergic or irritant contact
dermatitis, recent infections or drug intake, contact
with a COVID-19-positive patient, a similar skin rash
in the past, or a family history. However, the patient
was vaccinated with the first dose of the COVISHIELD
ChAdOx1/nCoV-19 (recombinant) coronavirus vaccine
six days before the onset of the lesions. Routine
laboratory investigations were normal. A SARS‐CoV‐2
PCR test performed from a nasopharyngeal swab sample
was negative. Dermoscopy of the lesions revealed
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peripheral collarette scaling, blood spots, peripheral
dotted vessels, and brown globules (Fig. 2). A punch
biopsy taken from the lesions revealed psoriasiform
hyperplasia, focal hyperkeratosis, slight parakeratosis,
lymphocytic infiltrate around vessels, and red blood cell
extravasation (Fig. 3). A possible differential diagnosis
included various linear inflammatory skin disorders
such as linear psoriasis, linear lichen planus, lichen
striatus, and adult blaschkitis. Based on a detailed
history and morphology of the lesions, we excluded
the possibility of these disorders. The rash fulfilled
the diagnostic criteria of pityriasis rosea [3]. Based
on the strict unilateral distribution of the group of
lesions along linear, oblique strips following the lines

of Blaschko, a diagnosis of Blaschkoid PR was reached.
The patient was prescribed oral antihistamines and
topical betamethasone dipropionate lotion followed
by complete recovery within fifteen days. However,
the patient returned to the outpatient department two
months later with similar lesions involving the same
area following the second dose of the COVISHIELD
vaccine with a latency period of four days. She was
prescribed the same treatment and the lesions resolved
in fifteen days.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1: (a-b) Well, defined, erythematous primary plaque on the
lower aspect of the right side of the abdomen with secondary lesions
developing along the lines of Blaschko in a linear, stripped, unilateral
pattern on the lateral side of the abdomen and back. (c-d) Multiple,
unilateral, discrete lesions with peripheral collarette scaling and a clear,
wrinkled center on the oblique arbitrary zone on the medial aspect of
the right thigh following the lines of Blaschko.

PR is a common, acute, self-limiting exanthema,
yet its exact cause remains unknown. Classical PR
is characterized by the appearance of a herald patch
followed by discrete lesions, with a symmetrical
distribution involving the trunk and proximal parts of
the limbs. However, atypical and rare variants of pityriasis
rosea have been reported in the literature. Based on
the atypical sites and distributions, the lesions may be
described as inverse, acral, Blaschkoid, unilateral, limb
girdle, mucosal, localized, etc. [4]. Blaschkoid PR is a
highly rare variant of PR [5]. The term suggests that
the individual lesions coalesce into a group, with the
entire group following and extending along Blaschko’s
lines [6]. The orientation of the individual lesions is not
included in this term. The distribution of the lesions is
strictly unilateral in Blaschkoid PR. Blaschko’s lines are
representative of the route of migration of embryonic
ectodermal cells. Grosshans hypothesized that the
unmasking of tolerance or susceptibility of abnormal
keratinocyte clones by an underlying disease leads to the
Blaschko linear distribution of lesions in various acquired

Figure 2: Dermoscopy of the lesions showing peripheral collarette
scaling, blood spots, peripheral dotted vessels, and brown globules
typical of pityriasis rosea.

Figure 3: Histopathological examination showing focal hyperkeratosis,
slight parakeratosis, lymphocytic infiltrate around vessels, and red
blood cells.
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Table 1: Cases of Blaschkoid pityriasis rosea in adults identified by PubMed compared with the case reported herein.
Case/year Age/sex
Prodromal Herald Groups Symmetry and Linear or Peripheral Treatment and clinical
symptoms patch of lesions areas involved curved
collarette course
scaling
strip

History of
recurrence

Ang CC,
Tay YK,
2009 [6]

42 y.o./female present

present

2

unilateral, left arm
and left shin

yes

present

topical 0.025% fluocinolone
cream and hydroxyzine;
remission after 4 weeks

no

Zawar V,
Chuh A,
2017 [5]

20 y.o./male

present

1

unilateral region of yes
the right anterior
superior iliac spine
to the medial
aspect of the right
thigh

present

oral roxithromycin,
desloratadine
andbetamethasone
dipropionate and fusidic
acid cream;
remission after 2 weeks

no

Our
case/2021

42 y.o./female absent

present

2

unilateral, the right yes
side of the back
and abdomen and
the medial aspect
of the right thigh

present

oral antihistaminics
yes (following
and betamethasone
COVID-19
diproprionate lotion;
vaccination)
remission after 10 days with
recurrence after 1month.

present

dermatoses [7]. Genetic mosaicism to the offending
infectious agent trigger an abnormal response of the
susceptible clone of a keratinocyte [6,7]. Blaschkoid PR is
an extremely rare variant of PR. As of today, we were able
to find only two case reports on adults by the Medline
search queries “pityriasis rosea” and “lines of Blaschko”
(Table 1). Our case was unique in that this rare form of PR
was preceded by the administration of the COVISHIELD
ChAdOx1/nCoV-19 (recombinant) coronavirus vaccine.
There are only several case reports of pityriasis rosea
occurring after COVID-19 vaccination [8,9]. The exact
pathogenesis behind PR after vaccination is unknown. We
hypothesized that the immune response triggered by the
vaccine elevated the plasma cytokine levels and distracted
the T-cell-mediated control on the latent infections,
unmasking the tolerance of abnormal keratinocytes along
the particular Blaschkoid’s lines [10]. Case reports of
typical PR following COVID-19 vaccination already exist
in the literature. However, the triggering of atypical forms
such as Blaschkoid PR following a COVID-19 vaccine is
a highly rare occurrence.

CONCLUSION
Several case reports of typical PR following COVID-19
vaccination already exist in the literature. However,
the triggering of atypical forms such as Blaschkoid
PR following a COVID-19 vaccine is a highly rare
occurrence. A dermatologist must always be on the
lookout for these rare cutaneous adverse effects
of COVID-19 vaccines. Therefore, we claim that
COVID-19 vaccination may be a potential trigger of PR.
Consent
The examination of the patient was conducted according to the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
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The authors certify that they have obtained all appropriate patient
consent forms, in which the patients gave their consent for images
and other clinical information to be included in the journal. The
patients understand that their names and initials will not be
published and due effort will be made to conceal their identity,
but that anonymity cannot be guaranteed.
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